ARIES (March 21 – April 19)
Entirely disappointed with this shoddy attempt at a horoscope, you will look it up in another source. You tell me: Who was more accurate?

TAURUS (April 20 – May 20)
This month a crazy panhandler will approach you. Your entire destiny will be determined by the how you handle this situation. Hey – No pressure.

GEMINI (May 21 – June 21)
Soon you will be locking eyes with a beautiful stranger. For a moment you’ll both be thinking the same thing: They are way too young for you.

CANCER (June 22 – July 22)
Let’s face it: you think about sex too much. In fact, you were secretly hoping this horoscope would indicate better sex in your future. Get Help.

LEO (July 23 – Aug. 22)
The highlight of your month will be an afternoon snack. Don’t get me wrong – your month will be fantastic – but that snack will really hit the spot.

CANCER (Aug. 23 – Sep. 22)
An embarrassing moment this month will have you wishing you were dead. Don’t worry – it will happen sooner than you think. Even sooner if you don’t wash your hands more often.

LIBRA (Sep. 23 – Oct. 23)
The stars are unclear. A critical event will happen this month, with unknown implications. All that is known is that it somehow involves an Avocado.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 – Nov. 21)
An angel will appear, sending a cryptic message: “Make Money Fast! Without leaving your house!” Oops – it’s not an angel, just another junk e-mail.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 – Dec. 21)
Your secret obsession with “you-know-who” won’t pay off now, but eventually it might, so continue wasting your time thinking about them.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 – Jan. 19)
Sometime this month you will awaken suddenly and have the answers to all of your problems. Too bad you’ll go back to sleep and forget them.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 – Feb. 18)
Try to ignore what everyone says behind your back… The stars have confirmed that your thesis is actually worth the paper it is written on. Barely.

PISCES (Feb. 19 – March 20)
This month will be filled with one brilliant triumph after another. You can do no wrong. The only downside will be trying to top it next month, which starts off with you being hit by a truck.

Ripped-Off Comix

Advanced Strategy
‘X’ started with a standard SW opening (MacKinley), which was countered immediately by ‘O’ in the SE (Whitley). Traditionally, ‘X’ would then follow with the Sklansky attack (NW) but has instead gone for the often-overlooked N position. This move often “baits” ‘O’ into the offence by grabbing the dominating center square, forcing a NW response and inadvertently creating a winning ‘X’ fork. This bait can also encourage ‘O’ to go for the E square, forcing ‘X’ to the NE and opening up ‘O’ to create a fork in the center square – but further analysis reveals a win for ‘X’ in the top row. Alas, the only viable move here for ‘O’ is the NE move, which will likely force the draw.